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EPIPHANY ) ANGELS
ACkNowLEDGEmENt

special thanks to Angela mcGerr for all the work she has done on angels and living 
life in peace and harmony. I’ve had the overwhelming pleasure to illustrate her angel 
books and celebrate the strength and assistance angels can add to our lives.

Angela has inspired David watson and I to create Epiphany Angels in order to 
bring you a catalogue of beautiful, iconic angel images and illustrations to promote 
inspiration, harmony and well-being and appeal to the discerning and stylish 
woman. originally designed for Quadrille’s best-selling range of Angel books by 
Angela mcGerr, the creation of Epiphany’s first collection of exquisite silk scarves 
are designed to stir the imagination and launch the Epiphany Angels’ brand. 

Angels are unconditional love given form by pure light, in other words, essence of 
love defined by essence of light. They are often symbolised by white feathers: white, 
for purity and light, feathers to denote the softness, warmth and enfolding power of 
love. when you invite angels to be with you, it is as if you are wrapped in love, whilst 
light fills you, transmuting negativity, raising your thoughts aloft - like feathers. 
when angels leave your presence, a silk scarf remains to support you: thus the power 
of love and light reminds you of your own true worth and potential. 

RICHARD RoCkwooD

EPIPHANY ) ANGELS
INtRoDUCtIoN

Angels evoke hope, courage, truth, wisdom beauty, harmony and healing. when 
angels leave your presence, a silk scarf remains to support you with the power of love 
and light to remind you of your own true worth and potential.

But where do you begin in your search for the right angel?

Here, of course!

we’ve created this angel primer to get you started. Here you will find the basics on 
your zodiac angels, as outlined by Angela mcGerr’s book, An Angel for Every Day, 
available at Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com.

Unknown by many, angels also govern the signs of the zodiac, and can bring out the 
strengths and aid in fortifying the weaknesses each sign possesses. we will give you 
the basics of the zodiac sign, the angel governing the sign, the colours, the crystals 
and the tarot card governing each.

we encourage you to look deeper into this subject by consulting Angela mcGerr’s 
books for expert advice and commentary on how angels can help guide, protect, 
support and assist you in living your life to the fullest.
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MAcHIdIEL ) ANGEL of ArIES 
tHE sIGN oF ARIEs

Aries are the penultimate fire sign: outgoing, adventurous and energetic. They also have some of the worst 
tempers when angered. Fortunately, their rages are short-lived, and grudges are quickly forgotten. Aries are 
born leaders, but can be impulsive. They have strength in thought, intelligence and creativity, but may have 
difficulty finishing what they start. They dominate a room, sometimes aggressively.

 stRENGtHs  wEAkNEssEs
 outgoing, independent, leaders   Easily angered
 Fearless   Impulsive
 Generous, loyal   self-involved
 optimistic   Impatient
 Enthusiastic, supportive   overly naive

Despite their independence and intelligence, Aries can be unexpectedly naive. In their optimism and 
generosity, they can be prone to scams. They perceive the world and those in it as worthy of trust until that 
trust is broken. Therefore, it is easy for others to take advantage of them. This also leads them to be impulsive: 
They will jump first and look later. They love to travel and despise restrictions.

tHE ANGEL mACHIDIEL
The name machidiel means “fullness of God” and is also known as malahidael. machidiel summons the 
energy of the sun, imparting courage, stamina and hope during difficult personal times. As one of the angels 
of the tree of Life, he is often invoked in matters of love. He brings confidence and the courage to move 
forward. Governing over the spring, he will help you start new projects that will grow and become successful.

 CoLoUR:  Red
 GEms:  Bloodstone, diamond
 tARot:  The Emperor
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TuAL ) ANGEL of TAuruS
tHE sIGN oF tAURUs

taurus is the one who will follow wherever you lead and always protect those closest to them. Their 
perseverance can sometimes border on the stubborn. They like to be alone and are independent creatures. 
They are creatures of habit, routine and have strong family values. They tend to take things personally and 
hate change.

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Loyal   stubbornness
 strong   Lazy
 Caring   Possessive
 Dependable   materialistic
 Generous  self-indulgent

taureans live in the material world and greatly value security. They can be indulgent and enjoy living a good 
life. They can be sulky and possessive in love, but they are extremely dependable, caring and generous people.

tHE ANGEL tUAL
tual is the angel of money, commerce and security. He can help us obtain money through our careers to 
achieve security through sufficient money, which then allows us time to look at our spiritual path through 
life. If you are determined to succeed at any plan, project or endeavour, tual is the angel who will help you 
find the true path. tual is also concerned with grounding and healing.

 CoLoUR:  Greens, pale blues
 GEms:  sapphire
 tARot:  The Hierophant
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AMbrIEL ) ANGEL of GEMINI
tHE sIGN oF GEmINI

Gemini are versatile and quick-witted. They are spontaneous, bordering on impulsive, especially in 
communication. They will always say exactly what they mean and may need lessons in tact and diplomacy. 
Intellectually they are clever and can figure things out on their own. much of their outlook on life and other 
people can be quite superficial, and they live by the motto that they believe what they see. 

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Clever, quick-witted   superficial
 Imaginative   Impulsive
 Adaptable   Restless
 witty   Indecisive
 Fun   Controlling

Gemini can seem flighty, as they quickly lose interest in tasks. what they lack in solid focus, however, is 
made up in an innate ability to multi-task. They can motivate friends and co-workers, who will respond with 
enthusiasm to anything they ask. Their gift of persuasion can lead them to manipulate others, which they can 
easily justify to others.

tHE ANGEL AmBRIEL
Ambriel aids with communication, innovation and independence. This is an angel of protection who 
encourages humans to use their own inner potential to accomplish life tasks. Ambriel imparts wisdom and 
contentment. Ambriel helps us to awaken our deeper consciousness in order to see the inner truth of what is 
around us. A prayer to Ambriel will also help calm nerves and reduce anxiety.

 CoLoUR:  Yellow, orange
 GEms:  Agate
 tARot:  The Lovers
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MurIEL ) ANGEL of cANcEr
tHE sIGN oF CANCER

Those under the sign of cancer seek out constant reassurance and security in everything they do. They are very 
attached to family and extremely loyal to those who deserve it. They are emotionally honest, true of heart and 
easily hurt. They are extremely creative – often artistic – and engaging and can enthrall a crowd. 

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Extremely attached to family   Insecure, sensitive
 sympathetic, empathetic   moody, prone to melancholy
 Extremely loyal   overly emotional, easy to hurt
 Adaptable   Can be pessimistic
 Protective and nurturing   Rarely leads the way, risk averse

Cancers will go out of their way to help others. They are seldom judgmental and extremely accepting of 
others. They can sway between extreme generosity and extreme possessiveness. one minute they will give 
you the shirt off their back; the next minute, they might ask for it back. Cancers care deeply about the world 
and other people.

tHE ANGEL mURIEL
muriel is the angel of emotions, teaching the value of love, loyalty, family and peace. This angel helps with love 
and family and the past. muriel teaches us how to finish what we start. Her name means “God’s perfume” and 
her responsibilities include the plants and animals of the Earth. Her mission is as the bringer of peace and 
harmony, encouraging selflessness and compassion for others. Her concerns are charity and service to others.

 CoLoUR:  white, silver
 GEms:  Emerald
 tARot:  Chariot
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VErcHIEL ) ANGEL of LEo 
tHE sIGN oF LEo

Leos are the energetic leaders of the zodiac. However, you must be careful to listen when they are in high 
positions, as they expect people to do what they say without question. And listen, you should, because they 
are capable of extraordinary feats, in business as well as life. They often get whatever they pursue. Leos tend 
to be bossy and egotistical. At the same time, they can be incredibly generous and compassionate.

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Loyalty   stubbornly independent
 Generosity   Domineering
 supportive   Egotistical, sometimes vain
 Ambitious   Easily corrupted by power
 supportive   Lacking self-control

This sign is extremely social and they love to be in the centre of things. They also are attracted to the finer 
things and life and consider luxuries as necessities in life. They are not overly conscious of money and seem 
to always find a way to obtain what they want. They can be self-indulgent and lack self-control in their love 
of finer things.

tHE ANGEL VERCHIEL
Verchiel is the angel of the ego and leisure. Replenishing your energy through relaxation and fun can work 
miracles. Involvement in nature and an appreciation of plants and animals will bring happiness and joy. 
Verchiel gives us generous hearts and an optimistic outlook on life. Verchiel can help in healing the pain 
of loss and disappointment, helping you to move forward in life without dwelling in the past. He instills 
generosity, nobility and affection.

 CoLoUR:  orange, gold
 GEms:  onyx
 tARot:  strength
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HAMALIEL ) ANGEL of VIrGo
tHE sIGN oF VIRGo

Virgos are extremely analytical, often over-thinking even the simplest of subjects. However, their thoughts 
are deep and insightful, and you can be sure that any conclusion made by a Virgo has been well thought out 
and is reliable. This makes them very detail-oriented and perfectionist in their attitudes and appearance. They 
like to do one thing at a time, do it well, and see it through to its conclusion.

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Intelligent decision makers   overly critical
 Detail-oriented   Restless
 Dependable, hard working   Can be compulsive
 Patient   Picky
 sincere   overly cautious/conformist

Virgos firmly believe in rules and routines. They have a strong need for order and organisation. They can lack 
adaptability and flexibility in work and their personal lives. Virgos make excellent planners and try hard to 
create predictable and stable futures.

tHE ANGEL HAmALIEL
Hamaliel is one of the Rulers of the order of Virtues and referred to as the Angel of Perseverance and Logic. 
He aids mankind with fortitude, confidence and discrimination. when faced by challenges or adversity, this 
angel will help you approach the problem logically and calmly. He encourages attention to detail, accuracy 
and thoroughness. Along with these virtues comes discipline and extreme patience. Deep thinking and 
attention to detail require patience to see a task done right.

 CoLoUR:  taupes, browns, navy, gray
 GEms:  Carnelian
 tARot:  The Hermit
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ZurIEL ) ANGEL of LIbrA
tHE sIGN oF CAPRICoRN

Libra’s goal is to seek out and create an easy, uncomplicated life. In their pursuit of the ideal life – often a 
dream they’ve had since childhood – they can be exceedingly indecisive and fail to commit to anything less 
than their ideal. They are quite charming creatures and their general happiness is infectious to others. Libras 
are wonderful to be around and they brighten up any room or mood. It is easy to forget about your troubles 
when a Libra is around.

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Patient   Extremely indecisive
 Cheerful and optimistic   somewhat careless
 Loving, affectionate Emotionally sensitive
 Gregarious and friendly   Dislike of orders
 Extremely charming   Need for lengthy recovery after hard work

Libras find it difficult to follow orders. It is a bad idea to try to push a Libra to make a decision or to commit 
– they will likely walk away. They are also prone to the intellectual and emotional over the physical. Despite 
their high ideals and expectations in life, they tend to look for the easiest path to success and life balance.

tHE ANGEL ZURIEL
Zuriel is divine justice and the Archangel of salvation. This angel helps us attain forgiveness and balance 
in our lives. Zuriel gives us fertility and oversees our partnerships, both in love and in business. This angel 
seeks out justice in life to produce harmony and balance in all things. Zuriel also helps us develop a deep 
appreciation of beauty and recognition of our own successes.

 CoLoUR:  Pastels – pink, pale yellow and blue
 GEms:  Peridot
 tARot:  Justice
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bArAkIEL ) ANGEL of ScorPIo
tHE sIGN oF sCoRPIo

scorpios are passionate and magnetic people. Unfortunately, they often know it and can become egotistical 
and self-absorbed. They are forceful with their opinions and hate to lose an argument or debate. scorpios are 
extremely passionate and very loyal when they find love. This can lead to possessiveness and jealousy.

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Passionate   Possessive, jealous
 magnetic, charismatic   Resentful, vengeful
 Resilient, fearless   Insensitive
 Control over emotions, poise   stubborn
 Determination  s elf-absorbed, egotistical

scorpios are fearless, never hesitating to take a risk if they see a benefit that they can attain. They can be 
single-minded and determined in their pursuit of their goals. If adversity strikes, you can be sure they will 
face it with courage and poise. As resilient creatures, they will walk away virtually unscathed. The same cannot 
be said for their enemies, however. when scorpios feel wronged, they become resentful and will pursue 
vengeance with the same determination. They are not known for their tact and can be seen as insensitive.

tHE ANGEL BARAkIEL
Barakiel aids in discernment when dealing with other people and over intuition. He is the archangel of the 
seraphim and his name means “Lightening God.” His angelic mission is to open hearts to goodness and 
kindness – empathy and sympathy. He is the protector of innocents and hunts evil. Barakiel can help people 
to have a positive outlook and enjoy good fortune. As the guardian of Pisces, those under his protection can 
experience uncanny good luck in gambling. Invoke this angel with an open heart and a willing spirit and he 
will answer your prayers.

 CoLoUR:  Dark red, dark brown
 GEms:  Beryl
 tARot:  Death
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AdNAcHIEL ) ANGEL of SAGITTArIuS 
tHE sIGN oF CAPRICoRN

sagittarians can appear quite flighty on the surface – they become impatient with routine and hate boredom. 
Their light-heartedness can lead to excessive optimism and ultimately gullibility. They see the best in everyone 
and are prone to believing everything they hear. You can count on a sagittarian to tell you the truth – even if 
you don’t really want to hear it. They make bad liars and feel guilty even when telling little white lies. Because 
of this, they can appear to lack tact when dealing with others.

 stRENGtHs   wEAkNEssEs
 Honesty   Can lack tact or be too honest
 Cheerful and light-hearted   Impatient  
 Excellent communication   Irresponsible  
 Charitable, generous   Gullible  
 open-minded, non-judgmental   overly optimistic

You will never be bored with a sagittarius – they love to have fun and constantly engage in new and exciting 
experiences. They love to travel and change residence. Despite their extreme honesty, sagittarians will always 
make you feel good about yourself as they are open-minded and rarely critical or judgmental.

tHE ANGEL ADNACHIEL
Adnachiel brings us optimism, teaches us to expand our horizons and to seek personal and spiritual growth. 
This is the angel associated with independence who will guide you in pursuit of your endeavors. Adnachiel is 
responsible for faith and inner calm in mankind. Adnachiel asks us to appreciate diversity and support others 
with an open mind and a loving heart. with this angel we can experience independence, individualism, free 
spirit and honesty.

 CoLoUR:  Ultramarine, olive and colour mixtures
 GEms:  topaz
 tARot:  temperance
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NAdIEL ) ANGEL of cAPrIcorN
tHE sIGN oF CAPRICoRN

Prudent and practical, Capricorn’s ambitious nature makes them an ideal mate. They are vigilant and plan 
for the future in order to find security. They may come across as stubborn, conservative individuals who are 
orthodox and rigid. Perseverance and tolerance are their greatest qualities. As an Earth sign, Capricorns are 
often concerned with material concerns: finances, career and stability in the home. They are often workaholics.

 stRENGtHs wEAkNEssEs
 stable, calm Emotionally reserved
 Hardworking, shrewd, practical Can be too conservative
 Responsible, cautious Pessimistic
 Rational, logical, sensible Prone to mood swings
 Faithful in marriage, loyal Can become powerful enemies

Preoccupied by career and finances, their occupations often concern math or money: economists, financiers, 
bankers, managers and real estate brokers. They excel in professions demanding long-term planning and hard work. 

tHE ANGEL NADIEL
Nadiel has two roles: Ruler of the zodiac sign of Capricorn and Guardian of major Life Decisions. In the 
former, he offers stability and grounding, suggesting that, like his stately and beautiful tree, you, too, need 
firm roots to grow upwards toward the light with confidence, stamina and determination. This is coupled 
with nature’s green, for expansion of your heart’s ability to recognise new opportunities and set new life goals. 
In his second role, the focus is on gold; for once having perceived your opportunity, Nadiel’s gold brings 
you powers of decision making and effective action. Nadiel helps with money issues, like all earth signs, but 
focuses on breaking the restrictions of saturn, the signs ruling planet. Nadiel is concerned with confidence, 
determination and self-esteem.

 CoLoUR:  Black
 GEms:  Black onyx, ruby
 tARot:  The Devil
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cAMbrIEL ) ANGEL of AquArIuS
tHE sIGN oF AQUARIUs

They are among the thinkers in the crowd. A deep sense of humor, coupled with great intelligence and 
deep thinking make them stand out. They can appear indifferent, aloof and even emotionless. Living on the 
intellectual plane, they are innovative, non-conformist, mysterious and unusual.

 stRENGtHs  wEAkNEssEs
 Intelligent   Emotionally reserved
 Practical   Unpredictable to unstable
 off-beat, original   Non-committal, perhaps unfaithful
 outgoing, friendly, funny   Does not always recognise rules
 kind, compassionate   Can be vain

with the focus on the intellectual, Aquarians can be lazy. They may look for opportunities to convince others 
to do their work for them. They do best in careers that require a high amount of intellectual thought and 
creativity, but the hard physical work should be left to others.

tHE ANGEL CAmBRIEL
The angel Cambriel, also referred to as Gabriel, governs development, beliefs and psychic awareness. He will 
help open your mind to great possibilities, ideas and beliefs that can move mankind forward. 
Cambriel inspires greatness in thought and deed. He also inspires independence, caring and flexibility. He 
grants wishes and mercy to humans; however, he is also known as the angel of vengeance and death. He is well 
known as the messenger of God, for both good and bad.

 CoLoUR:  turquoise, aqua, azure
 GEms:  Garnet
 tARot:  The star
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bArAkIEL ) ANGEL of PIScES
tHE sIGN oF PIsCEs

Pisces are the creative geniuses of the zodiac. They are extremely talented – sometimes in many areas, which 
can serve to pull them in multiple directions throughout their lives. Pisces can be seen as the lost souls in life 
and are emotionally vulnerable to stronger signs. to their favour, they are incredibly resilient individuals. This 
is due, to some degree, to their predilection for living in a fantasy world where reality has little hold. They are 
determined to see life as they want, not as it really is.

 stRENGtHs  wEAkNEssEs
 Creative, visionary   Disconnected to reality
 Romantic, loving   Prone to depression/mental illness
 Intuitive  Emotionally vulnerable
 Idealistic   moody
 sympathetic, slow to anger   may dream more than they work

Romance can cause difficulty for Pisces. They live for romance. when it goes right, they are at their absolute 
best; when it goes wrong, they become disillusioned, morose and require extraordinary amounts of time to heal.

tHE ANGEL BARAkIEL
Barakiel aids in discernment when dealing with other people and over intuition. He is the archangel of the 
seraphim and his name means “Lightening God.” His angelic mission is to open hearts to goodness and 
kindness – empathy and sympathy. He is the protector of innocents and hunts evil. Barakiel can help people 
to have a positive outlook and enjoy good fortune. As the guardian of Pisces, those under his protection can 
experience uncanny good luck in gambling. Invoke this angel with an open heart and a willing spirit and he 
will answer your prayers.

 CoLoUR:  sea green, violet/lavender
 GEms:  Amethyst
 tARot:  High Priestess
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